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Welcome to the latest edition of Active Silicon's News Focus. We’ve compiled some
of the recent news posts trending on our social media channels to keep you up to
date with developments from us, and from the wider vision industry.

Harrier 40x AF-Zoom IP Camera
IP Ethernet technology has been added to
our range of AF-Zoom cameras, including
our most powerful zoom camera to create
the Harrier 40x AF-Zoom IP Camera.

Read more >

Record-breaking sales necessitate new
hires
The first half of the year saw our financial
results smash all records. Combined with
an extremely strong order book, business
has never looked better at Active Silicon.
To support this growth, we’ve increased
our recruitment drive and are pleased to
welcome three new members to the Active
Silicon family in the UK.

Read more >

See the possibilities enabled by Harrier
autofocus-zoom cameras
and watch our latest video on Harrier AFZoom block cameras. Suitable
applications include traffic monitoring,
drones, UAVs and ROVs, remote
surveillance, industrial automation and
more.

Watch the video >

Follow us on LinkedIn

Understanding the aquatic
environment
We all know the important role that water
plays in balancing our environment.
Ocean organisms are a key element in
food chains and life cycles, and carbon is
stored and absorbed below the waves.
Monitoring the condition of our aquatic
environment is vital and computer vision is
helping.

Read more >

Join our growing team of imaging
experts
We’re looking to add another Software
Engineer to our team of software
specialists to support the growing demand
for our imaging products, and the need for
increasingly innovative customizations.

Read more >

Customized embedded vision solutions
Embedded systems is where our company
started almost 35 years ago. Since then
we’ve manufactured thousands
of embedded systems. Customized
solutions provide many benefits; learn
more what our team can do for your
application.

Read more >

3 benefits of surgical robots
We’re taking a closer look at some of the
cutting edge robotics currently supporting
surgeons in ground-breaking procedures.
The include platforms aimed at supporting
both patient outcomes and recovery, as
well as the medical team themselves.
Read about 3 benefits being delivered by
surgical robots.

Read more >

Active Silicon, a Solid State plc company, is a leading manufacturer of imaging products,
embedded systems and custom solutions. If you would like to stay informed of upcoming
events, products and news in general, then please follow us on one of our social media
channels below.
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